W e study the problem of allocating stocked fibers to made-to-order cables with the goals of satisfying due dates and reducing the costs of scrap, setup, and fiber circulation. These goals are achieved by generating remnant fibers either long enough to satisfy future orders or short enough to scrap with little waste. They are also achieved by manufacturing concatenations, in which multiple cable orders are satisfied by the production of a single cable that is afterwards cut into the constituent cables ordered.
Fiber-optic Cable Manufacturing

Introduction
In most inventory systems, raw materials depart the system once they are allocated to orders. We present a different type of system in which remnant raw materials return to inventory. Eventually after many allocations, a unit of raw material is so consumed that it is no longer allocable and consequently is scrapped. We discovered this remnant inventory system in working with the largest fiber-optic cable manufacturer in the U.S., who asked us to develop a new methodology for managing fiber allocations. Because of an existing world-wide shortage of optical fiber (Schiesel 1996) , we had the opportunity not only to save millions of dollars annually in lost production and reduce environmental waste, but also to accelerate the expansion of the information super-highway.
The fiber-optic cable manufacturing plant consumes hundreds of millions of fiber meters each week. It maintains 20,000-30,000 colored fibers in inventory, and it can have hundreds of cable orders (one cable per order) awaiting fiber allocation, with each requiring anywhere from 2 to 216 fibers. It stocks fibers in inventory having lengths from 1 up to 40 kilometers, and receives orders for cable lengths ranging from 1 to 13 kilometers. It holds fibers in 13 different colors, with color being just one of over 60 physical properties important to customers. With the magnitude of fiber flow in this factory, even modest improvements in the allocation of fibers to orders can result in significant savings.
In this paper, we present our development and successful implementation of an economic mechanism for allocating stocked fibers to made-to-order cables so as to reduce the costs of scrap, setup, and fiber circulation (i.e. moving fibers in and out of inventory). These inefficiencies result from making undesirable fiber allocations to satisfy customer due dates. In addition to the immediate costs of these allocations, there are future costs arising from the remnants generated. For example, although remnants can later be allocated to new orders, they cannot be spliced and so care must be taken to generate remnants long enough to be salable, yet also likely to eventually produce low scrap. Our methodology implicitly accommodates such complex issues through a fiber and order valuation scheme. Work is still emerging on understanding and computing these values (Adelman 1997; Adelman and Nemhauser 1996) , but in practice our approach has resulted in over a 30% reduction in end scrap.
The core idea of our approach is to construct a value function that values fiber as a function of length, and then to use this function to make allocation decisions. If a fiber having value V fiber is allocated to a cable and returns as a remnant with value V remnant , then the cost of this allocation is V fiber ‫מ‬ V remnant , the net decrease in the value of the inventory. Furthermore, a cable whose due date is near, or one requiring substantial fiber length, should be willing to take more net value out of the fiber inventory than a less urgent or substantial cable. Thus arose the idea of giving each cable order a budget with which it "purchases" an allocation of fibers, and which increases as its due date nears. This economic approach was appealing to operations managers, who find it natural to think of each fiber held in inventory as having some "value," and who subsequently have adopted this way of thinking.
In contrast to our intuitive value function approach, the old system made allocation decisions using a greedy algorithm. Previous research on related fiber allocation problems (Johnston 1992; Northcraft 1974 ) focused on such algorithms, which we have also seen in the copper cable manufacturing industry and now briefly summarize. Starting with orders due in the near term, orders were sorted longest to shortest, and then concatenations (see 1.4) were partially enumerated. For each cable, a feasible allocation of fibers was sought by searching for the shortest fibers available within pre-specified length ranges. These ranges were prioritized. If a feasible allocation of fibers was found, then the cable was selected and the fibers were removed from consideration. New cables were successively considered until no more could be satisfied. To take advantage of current fiber opportunities, orders with more distant due dates were then considered.
Rather than sort through fiber and cable opportunities sequentially, as do these algorithms, we implement our value function in an integer program that considers all current allocation opportunities simultaneously. Therefore, our approach generally can match more orders with fibers. Furthermore, the value function can generate more favorable remnants because it is not inhibited by sequential logic.
When our problem is modeled as a dynamic program, and the optimal value function is approximated by a linear form using the fiber values, implementing the dynamic programming policy reduces to solving our integer program repeatedly over time. Such approximations have been investigated recently in other contexts (Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis 1996; Godfrey and Powell 1997) . In §2 we state the dynamic program and present the optimal value function approximation and ensuing integer program. Then in §3 we discuss how the fiber values and budgets are computed, and describe an auxiliary linear program that can aid in these computations.
Our experiments showed that real-life factory instances of the integer programming model were readily solvable with commercial, "off-the-shelf" software such as CPLEX (CPLEX 1995) . An additional advantage of this approach is that management preferred implementation in a simple, self-documenting algebraic language such as AMPL (Fourer et al. 1993 ) rather than a large amount of computer code which would be hard to maintain and even harder to modify. Using an algebraic language also shortened software development time, and consequently permitted us to provide a proof of concept quickly. In §4 we present computational results and an overview of our solution methodology.
In §5 we report on observed factory performance improvements, and finally in §6 we briefly discuss some future research directions. We now describe some details of fiber-optic cable manufacturing.
The Product
Within a fiber-optic cable, shown in Figure 1 , colored fibers are organized into fiber units containing 2 to 12
Figure 1
Cross-Section of a Fiber-Optic Cable fibers bundled together. For each fiber, in addition to color, the customer specifies a minimally acceptable set of fiber characteristics. For example, cables that a customer intends to use for a sensitive application may require exceptionally low transmission loss fibers. We categorize these characteristics into fiber types. The customer specifies the fiber configuration of the cable, which indicates how many fibers of each fiber type are required. However, multiple fiber types may satisfy these requirements. For example, low loss fiber types can substitute for higher loss fiber type requirements. The allowable substitutions are specified by a substitution matrix, {S t,r }, where S t,r ‫ס‬ 1 if a type t fiber can substitute for a type r fiber requirement, and 0 otherwise.
In addition to the fiber configuration, customers also specify the plastic insulation, support rods, and other materials that make up the sheath inside which the fibers are placed. Of course, they also specify a cable length. All together, the requirements are so customerspecific that almost all cables must be made-to-order. There are a few standardized cable specifications that would allow for some cables to be made-to-stock, but oftentimes even these are finished-to-order (Lee and Tang 1997) . Figure 2 depicts a simplified manufacturing process flow. Gue et al. (1997) and Clements et al. (1997) discuss some aspects of this factory in more detail. First, the factory produces clear fibers of various lengths and types (Murr 1992 ) and stores them on spools. The factory inevitably produces a full spectrum of lengths because fibers break at random during the draw process. After drawing, the spools are transported to operators who color the fibers according to a production plan, and who then place them into inventory where they await allocation.
Manufacturing Process Flow
Fibers are not colored-to-order nor cut-to-order as they are drawn. This is because most orders have quoted lead times that are too short to wait for coloring and cutting. Furthermore, with ten thousands of spools circulating, management considers the required coordination to be too expensive and complicated to implement at present. Since there are no standard lengths in this industry, as there are in the paper industry, for example, the factory does not cut fibers manually before they break during draw, but instead tries to draw fibers as long as possible, up to the maximum length that can be stored on a spool.
The factory also draws fiber at capacity since any fiber unused by local cable production, assuming it is long enough, can easily be sold raw on the open market. Since the decision of how much fiber to sell to third parties versus stock in-house, i.e., the effective input of fiber, is outside the scope of our fiber allocation problem, we do not directly consider inventory holding costs. Indirectly, however, with lower scrap rates and more salable remnants, the factory can operate with less fiber inventory and sell more fiber to third parties. Each morning production control solves the allocation problem, depicted as "SELECT" in Figure 2: INPUT: Given the cables on order and the fibers in inventory. PROBLEM: Select a collection of cables to assemble and allocate fibers to each chosen cable.
Afterwards, the cable assembly department moves the allocated fibers out of inventory and stages them in front of the cable assembly operation, where they are collated and eventually encased in a sheath to form a cable. The remnants generated either return to the fiber inventory or are scrapped, depending upon whether their individual lengths are above or below, respectively, a threshold length specified by management. Remnants that return to inventory must pass through a remeasurement operation (not depicted) where their lengths and other physical properties are verified.
From the time a fiber is staged for cable assembly until its remnant returns to inventory, it is unavailable for allocation because the information system does not track its status and location once it leaves inventory. Thus, it is impossible to coordinate the movement of spools within the cable assembly area, for example between multiple assembly lines. Nor can the factory precisely predict when a remnant will return to inventory, especially because the transportation and remeasurement operations are not scheduled. Consequently, in solving the allocation problem, a spool is assigned to at most one cable at a time, and only spools currently in inventory are available for allocation. A spool's next use is not explicitly planned.
Concatenations
Because of the way setups need to be done, cables generate process scrap when they are assembled. Further length is wasted because cables are made slightly longer than the cable length ordered. This is done to hedge against statistical uncertainty in measuring fiber lengths, and to account for extra cutting allowances at downstream operations. Nandakumar and Rummel (1998) discuss related issues as they arise in the fiber draw operation.
To reduce process scrap and setups, multiple cable orders sometimes can be satisfied with the production of a single long cable, called a concatenation, that is afterwards cut into the individual cables ordered. All suborders must require compatible sheaths and fiber configurations, since a concatenation is made as one continuous cable with the same physical makeup throughout. For example, orders with different fiber loss requirements can be concatenated if the fibers in the concatenated cable have sufficiently low loss to satisfy all suborder requirements.
In solving the daily allocation problem, we must decide not only what cable orders to satisfy, but also what concatenations to make. We must "select" cables. From now on, we adopt the following definitions:
• Concatenation: a collection of orders to be manufactured together as a single cable
• Cable: refers to the cable actually to be manufactured, which may be a single order or a concatenation
• Suborder: an order contained within a concatenation.
Factory Objectives
The primary objectives are to reduce scrap while improving the satisfaction of orders by their due dates, i.e., lateness. We discussed above how to reduce process scrap through concatenation. To reduce end scrap, which occurs as spools are emptied, the future use of remnants must be taken into account as fibers are allocated. However, there is a tradeoff between satisfying customer due dates and producing desirable remnants. Remnants are undesirable not only because of the scrap they may produce, but also because they may be too short to satisfy orders for long cables. Thus, the salability of the fiber inventory must also be considered.
In addition to these considerations, concatenating more orders reduces setup and fiber circulation costs since fewer cables are produced and more fiber is consumed at once. Circulation costs include the labor cost to move spools in and out of inventory, including remeasurement, and are at least an order of magnitude smaller than scrap costs.
Approximation of a Multi-Period Problem
In this section, we describe the multi-period problem and discuss how we approximate it using a sequence of one-period problems.
Multi-Period Objective and Dynamics
To impose structure on our multi-period setting, we present a generic description of a dynamic programming model with a long rolling time horizon of N periods. Let the state of the system at the beginning of period n be given by
where Orders n is the set of orders available, Fibers n is the set of fibers available in inventory, and Allocated Fibers t is the set of fibers allocated in period t. For simplicity we assume it takes a spool of fiber s time periods to return with a remnant to inventory, and so the state keeps track of all returning remnants. The decisions made at the beginning of period n are then given by
with a cost of g n (s n , d n ). The actual assignments of fibers to cables are implied, so that the remnant lengths are known from d n . We do not control new fiber production, i.e., New Fibers n . The form of the optimization problem is then We are given as initial conditions the orders and fibers available, i.e., Orders 0 , Fibers 0 , and Allocated Fibers (1‫מ‬s) , . . . , Allocated Fibers ‫1מ‬ . We are also given probability distributions on lengths and quantities of arriving fibers and orders for periods 1, . . . , N ‫ם‬ 1.
The functions order balance(•) and fiber balance(•) are standard linear flow balance relations. The constraint (2) maintains flow balance for orders, which arrive and are satisfied in each period. The constraint (3) maintains flow balance for fibers, accounting for new fiber production and remnant fibers. (Allocated Fibers n‫מ1ם‬s represents the remnants returning from fibers allocated in period n ‫ם‬ 1 ‫מ‬ s.) Spools depart the inventory when they are allocated and when they are scrapped. The constraint (4) ensures that the fiber requirements of all cables selected are satisfied. Since the cables selected may include concatenations, constraint (5) ensures that each order is satisfied at most once, i.e., an order cannot appear more than once in a concatenation or across all Cables Selected n .
The objective function (1) minimizes the expected total N-period costs, minus the expected value of the ending state s N‫1ם‬ . The increase in total lateness cost arises from due orders that are not selected. All fibers below the threshold length are scrapped at a specified cost per unit length. Each cable selected incurs a constant process scrap charge for each fiber contained in it, as well as a sheathing setup charge for the cable itself. Also, each fiber allocated incurs a constant cost for circulating it.
In theory, this multi-period problem can be solved using a dynamic programming algorithm (Bellman 1957) . Let ‫מ‬W n (s n ) be the optimal expected cost over periods n, . . . , N ‫ם‬ 1 (including the ending value) given the state s n , so that W n (s n ) is the optimal value function. Then
where the next state s n‫1ם‬ depends on the current state s n and decision d n as governed by (2)-(5).
Linear Approximation
Since the state space of the dynamic program is extremely large, it is impractical to solve (6) exactly. We approximate the optimal value function W n (•) with a linear function of the system state, W n (•). Bellman and Dreyfus (1959) may have been the first to use this approach, which has recently been investigated by Godfrey and Powell (1997) in the context of logistics problems, and also studied by Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis (1996) . We take the approximating value function in period n to be equal to the value of the fibers in inventory, minus the fiber value associated with the cables on order, minus the expected incremental lateness penalty into the future for not satisfying the orders in this period.
Let (n) be the value of a fiber f ʦ All Fibers n hav-
ing length L f and type t f ʦ Types in period n. All Fibers n is the set of all fibers available in inventory as well as in circulation. We take the value of the inventory state to be the simple function
Since the supply and demand for fibers may change over time, the values are a function of n as well. We discuss the structure and computation of the value function in §3.
Suppose a fiber with index f having length L f is allocated to cable c having length L c (including process scrap). Then the value of the inventory decreases by (n) ‫מ‬ (n). In allocating fibers, therefore, we
wish to minimize this quantity. We choose the value (n) so that the net change in value accounts for
the immediate fiber scrap cost in g n from (6), including process scrap and the length L f ‫מ‬ L c if it is end scrap. However,
change in the expected future scrap cost, which could be reduced by transforming unfavorable fiber lengths into favorable remnants, or increased by the opposite transformation.
Since an order with a very distant due date has essentially zero expected future lateness cost, it should be selected only if a "perfectly fitting" (i.e., zero remnant length) allocation of fibers is available, or at least one equally inexpensive. As its due date nears, the order is less insistent on a "perfectly fitting" fiber allocation and is willing to incur greater cost. This increasing willingness is mediated by an increasing budget for the cable, although the cheapest allocation of fiber available is always sought. Thus, the budget of each cable order c ʦ Orders n , B c (n), is the total value of a "perfectly fitting" set of fibers plus the (approximated) expected future lateness cost if it is not selected in period n. As an order's due date approaches or recedes further, we assume that the expected future lateness cost is nondecreasing, and so B c (n) is nondecreasing as n increases.
In conclusion, for state s n we approximate W n (s n ) in (6) with
fʦAll Fibers cʦOrders n n
When cable order c is satisfied, the value of the state increases by B c (n). Other functional forms are possible but we chose (7) because it was easy for management to understand, and because it simplifies the decision problem expressed by the right-hand side of (6) for each period n.
The Daily Allocation Problem
Given (7), our problem becomes an integer program that considers future periods only through a simple linear objective function. Thus, the model variables and parameters involve only period n decisions and data. To simplify the remainder of the paper, with the exception of sets we suppress the dependence on n in the notation. Ά 0 otherwise,
that is, the set of all feasible fiber allocations. Only fibers currently in inventory, i.e., not circulating, are available for allocation in X. If cable c ʦ Orders n , then it is not a concatenation and the budget B c is as described in §2.2. Otherwise, c is a concatenation, and so its budget B c also accounts for immediate process scrap, setup, and fiber circulation cost savings. We return to this in §3.
Letting a [c,r] be the number of type r fibers required by cable c, where r ʦ Types, c ʦ Cables n , we can now state the problem solved in period n: 
f, [c,r] Y ʦ {0, 1} ∀c ʦ Cables .
c n
Although not explicit, the summations in (9) and (10) include only variables X f, [c,r] with ( f, [c, r]) ʦ X. Each type requirement r for a cable c must be satisfied with exactly a [c,r] fibers, and each allocated fiber can satisfy at most one type requirement r for the cable. Therefore, it is necessary to subscript X with r. Otherwise, with substitutions, a single fiber could simultaneously satisfy requirements for multiple fibers of different types. The objective function (8) maximizes the net budget remaining, but only for the cables selected. For any selected cable c in an optimal solution,
Cables with the greatest slack in this inequality are the most profitable to the objective function (8), and thus have advantage in the competition for scarce fibers. Since cables c containing more urgent orders are given larger budgets B c , the orders are implicitly prioritized according to urgency. There is a correspondence between the constraints (9)- (13) and (2)-(5). The constraint (9) limiting the fiber supply in period n is a subcomponent of the global system constraint (3). The same is true between (13) and (2). The constraint (10) is a formal statement of (4), and (11) is a formal statement of (5).
Once the Y c variables are fixed, this integer program reduces to a transportation problem. The supply nodes represent fibers and the demand nodes are cable/type requirements. The binary variables are needed in (10) because the demand nodes for cables not selected, i.e., Y c ‫ס‬ 0, must be removed from the transportation problem. On the other hand, cables that are selected, i.e., Y c ‫ס‬ 1, must have each fiber type requirement met. This is handled by constraints (10). However, since each order may be satisfied at most once, constraints (11) dictate which combinations of demand nodes may be active at any time. Because of the network structure, the X f, [c,r] will be integral once the binary variables are fixed, and so we can relax integrality in (12).
Fiber Values and Cable Budgets
Computing the Fiber Values
We now present a linear program that can be used to compute a starting point for the fiber value function, and to give us some insight into various properties the value function should satisfy. Adelman and Nemhauser (1996) demonstrate empirically that when the fiber value function from this linear program is used in a special case of (IP n ), the scrap rate is minimized. The model considers a long-run horizon and captures the flow rates of remnants through the factory that result from making daily allocations over time.
For convenience, we consider only a single fiber type, although the model easily extends to handle multiple fiber types. We also use the notation i to represent a fiber length, so that i ʦ F ‫ס‬ {0, 1, . . . , L}, the set of all possible fiber lengths. We discretize F with an appropriate level of granularity up to the maximum fiber length L. Let P i be the given fraction of raw fibers drawn at length i ∀i ʦ F.
Let C be the set of cut-lengths taken from fiber, and let k j ∀j ʦ C be the average rate cuts of length j are taken. This cut-length includes not only singly made orders and their associated process scrap, but also concatenations and their associated process scrap. The k's can be estimated using historical data and demand forecasts. Also let A ‫ס‬ {(i, k): i, k ʦ F, (i ‫מ‬ k) ʦ C} be the set of all fiber transformations from length i to a remnant of length k, by satisfying a cut-length of i ‫מ‬ k. Let A j ʕ A be the set of fiber transformations for cut-
Now define the following decision variables. Let S i ∀i ʦ F be the rate at which we scrap fibers having length i, and let l be the consumption or effective input rate of raw spools of fiber. Finally, let Y i,k ∀(i, k) ʦ A be the rate at which we cut fibers having length i to produce remnants of length k, by satisfying cut-length i ‫מ‬ k.
Consider the linear program
The objective (15) minimizes the consumption rate of spools, which by a simple balance equation is equivalent to minimizing the end scrap rate, ͚ iʦF iS i . Constraints (17) ensure that all cut-lengths are satisfied, stating that the rate at which units are allocated to cutlength j must equal the rate k j at which it is required. Constraints (16) maintain flow balance for fibers, saying that the rate fibers of length i are input into the system plus the rate at which they are generated as remnants must equal the rate at which they are allocated and scrapped. Hence, in the LP there is no inventory holding, i.e., all fibers must be used in the long-run. The fiber value function V i is taken from the optimal dual prices of constraints (16) and satisfies several properties such as monotonicity, which says that a fiber is more valuable than any fiber shorter than it. The fiber value function is also superadditive, since any set of allocations that two fibers having lengths i and k can perform, also can be performed with a single fiber having length i ‫ם‬ k. Proofs of these and other properties, which also involve dual prices from (17), can be found in Adelman and Nemhauser (1996) .
To promote salability, local adjustments to the value function are made by the user to encourage remnants at lengths salable to known future orders, using these properties as a guideline. This is done by increasing the value V i for such lengths i. By adding an adjustment term ⑀i 2 to each V i for some ⑀ Ͼ 0, the user encourages the consumption of short fibers and discourages the consumption of long, salable fibers. The value of ⑀ used in practice is an order of magnitude smaller than the base fiber values so that it is not large enough to override scrap preferences, but it does break ties between allocations that otherwise would have indistinguishable costs.
Although (LP) minimizes only l, in practice because of the way we compute budgets in (19), our integer program (IP n ) strives for concatenations containing many suborders so as to reduce process scrap, fiber circulation, and setups. This influences the k's in our linear program (LP) so that fibers are priced based on cutting these favorable concatenation lengths. As the k's change over time, (LP) can be re-solved and the fiber value function updated.
Computing Budgets
Each order c ʦ Orders n is given a bonus ␣ c , which reflects the expected lateness cost savings if it is satisfied now. Formally, its budget is
The first term is needed for the order to have a large enough budget to purchase a "perfectly fitting" set of fibers (including the requisite process scrap). Now suppose cable c is a concatenation. (Note that the set of concatenations is Cables n \Orders n .) To give an incentive to select concatenations, we give each concatenated cable c ʦ Cables n an extra bonus b c that reflects the setup and fiber circulation cost savings resulting from the concatenation. Compared to producing w separate single-order cables, a concatenation of w orders each requiring m fibers saves w ‫מ‬ 1 setups and (w ‫מ‬ 1) * m fiber circulations. We then add up the budgets (18) for all suborders in the concatenation, together with the bonus b c , to arrive at a budget for the concatenation: Since L c includes the process scrap length for each suborder c, the first term of the concatenated case in (19) accounts for the process scrap savings.
In principle one could use historical data to estimate the expected lateness cost of each order if not selected, but this is in general difficult to do accurately because orders are so customized. Instead, we compute how high ␣ c must be for each order c to purchase the most expensive allocation currently available. Sometimes the ␣ c 's are set above this level so that the model tries to maximize the number of orders satisfied, with different echelons for priority classes based on due date urgency. However, each ␣ c can be set below the baseline if the user wishes to restrict certain allocations. Also, if high ␣ c 's cause a cable to be selected with an undesirable fiber allocation, then it may be disregarded immediately, or on the next day the suborders could be reconsidered if they have not been sheathed yet.
Orders with distant due dates, and hence low ␣ c values, are unlikely to be satisfied early. However, if too many such orders are contained within concatenations, other orders with urgent due dates could be delayed behind them in cable assembly (Dobson et al. 1987) . When sheathing capacity is tight, the user may limit the set of orders available to the model to exclude those with distant due dates. Also, by setting certain software parameters, the user can forbid concatenations of orders with disparate due dates.
Solution Methodologies
Because the integer programming objective is an approximation, it is not important to find an optimal solution. Management is satisfied with solutions that are within a few percent of the theoretical optimum. So we speed up the branch-and-bound solution process by imposing tolerances, under which optimal or, at the very least, provably high quality solutions are still obtained after only a few minutes of computation. We attribute this tractability to the underlying network structure of the model, as well as to the many recent algorithmic advances built into modern mathematical programming systems.
In this section we briefly describe preprocessing routines for aggregating fibers into groups and sampling concatenations for the optimization model. The fiber aggregation routine reduces the size of problem instances of (IP n ), trying not to degrade solution quality.
(Optimality in the last paragraph is with respect to the aggregated problem.) Concatenation sampling is used rarely, but its availability is necessary when the whole set is too large to enumerate or to include in the model. The algorithms themselves are presented in detail in Adelman (1997) .
Concatenation Preprocessing
The concatenation preprocessing routine determines which concatenations become candidates in the IP instance. Only concatenations that satisfy the following conditions are eligible:
(1). Compatible construction: all suborders have compatible sheath and fiber configurations, (2). Fibers available: there is at least one set of fibers that meets the requirements for the cable, and (3). Profitability: the budget of the concatenation minus a least cost feasible set of fibers that meets the cable's requirements is positive.
We call the quantity computed in condition (3) the net value, and the cheapest feasible set of fibers the net value plan. Comparison of the net values of two cables approximately indicates their relative competitiveness. For each possible concatenation, the preprocessing routine tries to find a net-value plan, and if it succeeds then condition (2) is satisfied. It does not include concatenations with negative net-values, or for which there does not exist a feasible allocation of fibers.
The routine adds candidates to the model according to a search scheme that gives preference to cables with higher net-values. After a user-specified number of candidates is chosen, the routine stops. Usually, there are few enough concatenation possibilities (Ͻ 100) to include all of them into the instance.
Fiber Aggregation Algorithm
Instead of having a constraint (9) and a collection of X variables for each fiber, we have them for each fiber group. We form these groups to have the property that no two fibers contained in one group have values or lengths differing by more than user-specified thresholds.
In the objective function of (IP n ), we use the average value of fibers in each group to compute the objective coefficients, but when determining feasible allocations we use the minimum fiber length in each group. The former makes the objective function more reflective of the "true" costs, and the latter ensures that there exists a feasible disaggregation/assignment of fibers to cables. We set the tolerances to be less than 1% of the maximum fiber length or fiber value. We find that this is large enough to achieve computational efficiencies but small enough so that the scrap and lost allocation opportunities, caused by variances in the actual fiber lengths, is insignificant.
Computational Experience
The problem instances given in Table 1 are typical instances from among the thousand or more instances that have been solved and implemented successfully in the factory. The computational effort reported here is typical.
The number of cables reported is the number of candidates, i.e., variables Y c , in the instance. In all instances, we ran the fiber aggregation and concatenation preprocessing routines. Except select3, select9, and select10, there were few enough eligible concatenations to include them all into each instance. Preprocessing CPU times are typically much smaller than CPLEX solution times, with the exception of select3. All computations for select1 through select10 were done on an IBM RS/6000 Model 590 machine. Computations for select11 through select29 were done on an NCR Model 3455 running a Pentium 133 MHz CPU. The CPLEX 3.0 MIP solver with standard defaults set to prove optimality handles these instances relatively easily, with the exception of select10 in which the node limit of 20000 was reached in about one CPU hour. This instance was more difficult in proving optimality than the others because there were many concatenations that were nearly identical to each other.
We also tested the MINTO (Nemhauser et al. 1994 ) primal heuristic, which is a sequential rounding procedure similar to CPLEX's. On these instances it was able to find (but not prove) the optimal solution quite early in the branch-and-bound tree (Nemhauser and Wolsey 1988) , often at the root node. Therefore, in practice we set CPLEX parameters so that the CPLEX primal heuristic is always run. We also sometimes employ pruning tolerances, which deliberately prune branches in the tree unless the LP relaxation suggests at least a 10% improvement over the best integer feasible solution. Finally, after a specified time limit (one Table 1 Actual Factory Problem Instances with Default CPLEX Results
Factory Performance
Our system has dramatically changed the distribution of remnant lengths generated, making the inventory more salable. This is attributable to the fiber value function encouraging consumption of short fibers and discouraging consumption of long, salable fibers. Figure 3 shows the distribution before implementing our system, with a high incidence of short remnants. In contrast, Figure 4 demonstrates that not only are a greater percentage of spools scrapped being scrapped with less than 250 meters upon allocation, but the generation of short remnants, i.e., in the 1000 to 3000 meter range, has been considerably reduced, and replaced with more remnants being produced at 4500 meters or longer. This is in contrast to the previous peak at 3500 meters. Management believes that this shifting of the remnant length distribution has been a critical factor in their recent ability to achieve on-time deliveries. Producing longer remnants has made selection of long orders easier. Also, the ability of the integer programming model to satisfy more orders because of better matching of fibers to cables has improved on-time delivery. Since the business has continued to experience rapid capacity and demand expansion, it was Vol. 1, No. 1, 1999 impossible to isolate statistically our direct impact on improving due date performance. Figure 5 shows the fraction of total fiber consumed that was scrapped over a period of 63 weeks. In week 18, our system was partially implemented, with fullscale implementation starting in week 34. In week 58, a large number of urgent cable orders that could not be concatenated had to be satisfied, regardless of the relative lack of low scrap fiber opportunities at the time. The figure reveals that our system has reduced end scrap from over 3% of total length consumed per week to under 2%, a 33% reduction. This represents millions of dollars in annual savings, which we attribute to the ability of the value function to reward low scrap.
Our system has substantially increased the incidence of concatenations, thereby reducing setup time, circulation costs, and process scrap. Figure 6 shows that the average length of fiber consumed per spool allocated has increased by over 40%. (The average length ordered over this period of time has remained relatively constant.) The data has been normalized so that 1 represents the average length before implementation. This improvement parallels an increase in the average number of suborders per cable made from 1.2 to 1.8. These increases are attributable to the b c 's in the budgets (19) increasing with number of suborders, as well as the ability of the IP to efficiently fit fibers to many more of these longer cables.
Future Research
As construction of the world's information superhighway continues, the fiber-optic cable industry evolves and opens up new avenues for research. The technology for manufacturing optical fibers and cables is changing rapidly. For example, new equipment may soon allow the concatenation of cables with different fiber configurations. Customer demand for fiber-optic cables is also changing rapidly. For example, rather than placing orders for individual cables having specified lengths, customers are now beginning to order a total "aggregate" length of cable, giving the manufacturer some limited flexibility in the lengths and number of subcables. Customers are also increasingly demanding cables in which sets of 8 or 12 fibers are fused
